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Abstract
Given our society’s increased exposure to multimedia formats on social media platforms, efforts to understand how digital
content impacts people’s emotions are burgeoning. As such, we introduce a U.S. gun violence news dataset that contains news
headline and image pairings from 840 news articles with 15K high-quality, crowdsourced annotations on emotional responses
to the news pairings. We created three experimental conditions for the annotation process: two with a single modality (headline
or image only), and one multimodal (headline and image together). In contrast to prior works on affectively-annotated data,
our dataset includes annotations on the dominant emotion experienced with the content, the intensity of the selected emotion
and an open-ended, written component. By collecting annotations on different modalities of the same news content pairings,
we explore the relationship between image and text influence on human emotional response. We offer initial analysis on our
dataset, showing the nuanced affective differences that appear due to modality and individual factors such as political leaning
and media consumption habits. Our dataset is made publicly available to facilitate future research in affective computing.
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1. Introduction

Through the rise in popularity of online media con-
sumption in the last decade (2011-2021), digital con-
tent types are more varied than ever with increased
multimedia experiences (Westcott et al., 2021; Shearer,
2021). In particular, a wide-range of research exists
on the emotional impact of online, multimodal content.
Examples of such work include measuring the emo-
tional impact of social media post shares (Gupta and
Yang, 2019), analyzing the influence of partisanship
in affective political news (Hasell, 2020), and uncov-
ering high-frequency emotions in fake news (Zhang et
al., 2021b).
Within machine learning, the task of affective emotion
recognition aims to predict the emotional response that
a given piece of media will elicit. While much work
exists to benchmark the basic performance of this task,
there is a lack of news media data for this task, with
most notable datasets collecting abstract emotional re-
sponses through art, such as Achlioptas et al. (2021).
Some use social and/or news media, but they neglect
to fully annotate the data with detailed emotional re-
sponses, as in You et al. (2016), Yang et al. (2017),
and Guo et al. (2021).
This study focuses on gun-violence news as it contin-
ues to significantly impact the lives of everyday peo-
ple, with an average of 108 people in the U.S. dying
daily from gun-related deaths (Lin, 2021) and federal
data showing the rise of gun sales during the COVID-
19 pandemic (Schaeffer, 2021). Despite this, gun vi-
olence and gun control continue to be heavily debated
topics in the U.S. Affective emotion recognition could
be hugely influential to understanding the emotional
impact of hard news content, yet this relationship is
largely still uninvestigated. In consideration of this, we
pose the following research questions:

1. How do different multimedia content types (text
vs. image) affect the way people emotionally re-
spond to gun-violence-related news?

2. Based on demographic variables, how do people’s
emotional responses vary to a given multimedia
content type?

3. What is the scalability and contribution of a
dataset at this intersection?

As a first step towards the exploration of these ques-
tions, we extend the Gun Violence Frame Corpus
(GVFC) (Liu et al., 2019) along with its correspond-
ing images (Tourni et al., 2021), which contains gun-
violence-related news on topics ranging from politics
and criminal justice, to social and cultural issues, and
more. We present our dataset, BU-NEmo, of gun
violence news images and headlines, annotated with
elicited emotional response and intensity, along with
written explanations to account for any ambiguity in
the emotional response. The inclusion of categorical
and written annotations can offer an interesting data
benchmark on emotional response for both computer
vision and natural language processing studies.
This data is, to our knowledge, the first of its kind to:

1. Offer high-quality affective annotations on news
data from various news sources.

2. Include both categorical and written emotional re-
sponses on multimodal news data.

3. Explore the differences in emotional response
when given various modalities of news.

Additionally, we make our dataset publicly available to
facilitate further progress in this area of research1.

1The BU-NEmo dataset along with documentation can be
found at: https://github.com/Tdrinker/NEmo-dataset
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2. Related Works
2.1. Affective Emotion Recognition

Background - Psychology & Art
The machine learning task of affective emotion recog-
nition is largely rooted in the backgrounds of art and
psychology. The IAPS dataset (Bradley and Lang,
2007) was first composed 15 years ago of roughly 1200
images labeled with their valence and arousal scores for
psychological studies. Machajdik and Hanbury (2010)
used IAPS as a benchmark to create the ArtPhoto
and Abstract paintings datasets, which included artistic
works with emotional response annotations. Further,
Machajdik and Hanbury (2010) and Zhao et al. (2014)
both trained models on these three datasets using hand-
crafted features based on art theory principles.
Art is still a large focus for this task, exemplified by the
large-scale ArtEmis dataset (Achlioptas et al., 2021),
which has around 80k paintings with categorical emo-
tion labels and free-text emotional captions for the
purpose of emotion classification and emotion-capable
captioning systems. We take inspiration from this
SOTA study by adopting their psychologically-backed
8-class emotion categories for annotation, along with
collecting written emotional explanations. While their
dataset is large-scale, we believe ours is much more
timely and high-impact, and due to the nature of art-
works, which are driven by the goal of evoking hu-
man emotion, the emotional responses and explana-
tions about art pieces are likely incongruent with emo-
tional responses to photojournalism.

2.2. Deep Learning & Affective Emotion
Recognition

With the introduction of deep learning technology, var-
ious techniques have been implemented on the affec-
tive emotion recognition task to improve performance,
including creating a multi-level deep representation for
images based on their semantics and aesthetics (Rao
et al., 2019b; Rao et al., 2019a; Zhang et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2019), as well as recognizing and mapping
the saliency of “affective regions” in an image during
training (Yang et al., 2018; She et al., 2019; He et al.,
2019; Rao et al., 2019a; Gao et al., 2020). Other stud-
ies have attempted to address the ambiguity of emotion
with distribution prediction (Zhao et al., 2017a; Zhao
et al., 2017b; Zhao et al., 2020). Rao et al. (2019a)
and Gao et al. (2020) have the highest performance
among these benchmark studies, with 75-85% accu-
racy on various emotion-annotated datasets, a full 15-
25 point improvement from the foundational non-deep-
learning methods in Machajdik and Hanbury (2010)
and Zhao et al. (2014).
With the rise in social media platforms and increased
availability to visual and textual content, larger-scale
single-modal affective emotion recognition datasets
have emerged to fuel these performance gains (You et
al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017; Balouchian and Foroosh,
2018). All three of these studies scraped images from

social applications by searching for emotion-related
terms and used these query terms to weakly anno-
tate the data in some form, rather than collecting hu-
man annotations. Unlike previous studies, Zhang et
al. (2021a) does acknowledge the relationship between
various modalities and emotion, but their study also
uses data that is weakly-annotated, missing the rich un-
derstanding of emotion gained from human-annotation.

2.3. Awareness of Emotional Impact in
Social & News Media

As popularity for social media has grown over the
years, research its emotional impact on users has also
gained spotlight. Using the basis of previous affective
emotion recognition studies, Gupta and Yang (2019)
and Song et al. (2020) analyzed the impact of emotion
on news post shareability and emotionally-triggering
image post characteristics, respectively. Li et al. (2016)
inspected this from the language side, creating a corpus
of news articles annotated with emotion labels to deter-
mine which words are most likely to evoke the labeled
emotion. Applications such as these have become even
more prominent with news coverage of the COVID-
19 pandemic (Gupta et al., 2021) and the recent U.S.
presidential elections (Thomas and Kovashka, 2019).
LD-MAN is perhaps the only work to attempt affective
emotion recognition within multimodal news (Guo et
al., 2021). While this is the closest study to ours in mo-
tivation, the researchers had to create their own dataset
due to lack of resources for affective emotion recog-
nition in multimodal news content. The dataset they
created was not representative of various news sources,
as it only contains articles from the Daily Mail and the
Rappler, nor was it given high quality annotations, as
only the Rappler data was weakly-annotated by key-
word search.

2.4. Emotion in News from a
Communication Perspective

Scholars from the communication, media and journal-
ism fields have also investigated various factors that af-
fect people’s emotions when consuming political news.
Researchers Wanta and Roark (1993) experimented
with visuals and text in different conditions within a
newspaper setting and discovered that some readers
judged the news content solely through accompanying
photos. Zillmann et al. (2009) added to this finding on
news visuals’ affective impact, by stating that the mis-
use or careless selection of images could lead readers
to wrongful perception of the news story.
Other work expanded on these earlier studies, by com-
paring the impact of news visuals versus texts. Vi-
sual elements turned out to be the entry points to a
news page (Brantner et al., 2011). When readers had
access to both images and headlines, they had a ten-
dency to glance at the images first before reading the
headlines. Further, an interesting pattern appeared in
Bucher and Schumacher (2006), as news readers used
headlines as if they were captions to the images they
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saw first. When it comes to specific types of im-
agery, studies have found that images showing vic-
tims, or more broadly, human-interest frames, had par-
ticular emotional influence on people (Konstantinidou,
2008). Moreover, a dataset of real news articles for af-
fective emotion recognition is not only necessary, but
is highly-impactful for public-interest communication.

3. Method
3.1. Collection of News Images and

Headlines
The gun violence news headline and corresponding im-
age dataset used in this design originates from the Gun
Violence Frame Corpus (GVFC) (Liu et al., 2019).
GVFC contains gun violence news published in 2018
from 21 U.S. news media outlets with a distribution of
left, center and right-leaning news organizations. The
news articles were pulled from Crimson Hexagon, a
social media analytics platform (Hexagon, 2018) by
using relevant keywords to U.S. gun violence news,
which produced a corpus of gun-violence-related news
on topics ranging from politics and criminal justice, to
social and cultural issues, impact on the economy and
business, and more. This corpus was later extended by
Tourni et al. (2021) to include the lead images corre-
sponding to each article. This existing dataset was rel-
evant for our study, given GVFC’s accessibility to: 1)
images and headlines of news content, 2) a diversity of
news sources, and 3) news-framing labels. GVFC ulti-
mately fits our goals of extending emotion annotations
to a multimodal news dataset.

3.2. Emotion Annotation Procedure
To understand the emotional response triggered by
news samples related to gun violence, we designed
a crowdsourcing survey to collect annotations. The
annotators were presented with news samples within
the context of gun violence in one of three experi-
mental conditions: only the news headlines, only the
news images, or both the news headline and image
are presented. We will refer to these conditions as
T (text only), I (image only), and TI (both text and
image) going forward. Do note that the correspond-
ing news headline and image (news set) are from the
same news article. In each condition, the annota-
tors were first asked to choose the emotional category
they feel among Amusement, Awe, Contentment, Ex-
citement, Fear, Sadness, Anger, and Disgust. These
eight categories were used in ArtEmis (Achlioptas et
al., 2021), and we decided to follow their annotation
schema since these categories are rooted in psychologi-
cal theory, coming from the prominent study by Mikels
et al. (2005). In the next step, annotators were fur-
ther asked to choose the intensity of their emotional re-
sponse on a 5-point scale from mild to extreme. Lastly,
we asked annotators to describe why they feel the emo-
tion and the intensity of that emotion in written text, to
account for ambiguity in emotional response. All three

steps required an answer from the annotators. An ex-
ample of the interface we used for the three steps of our
annotation procedure can be found in figure 1.

Figure 1: Our annotation procedure for a sample of cor-
responding news image and headline (TI condition).

3.3. SONA Platform
We first launched our survey on Amazon Mechanical
Turk with annotators who have at least high school
qualifications. For each experimental condition (T, I,
and TI), we had 130 news sets with each one annotated
by 10 different annotators. A significant portion of the
annotation we received contained spamming. Multiple
attempts were made to improve the quality including
an automated script that checks for similarity between
the news title and the annotators’ written responses to
avoid copy pasting and setting a minimum of 5 words to
stop annotators from submission with extremely short
sentences. However, the spamming in the written part
of the responses were not noticeably improved, and
thus we also suspect the quality of the categorical anno-
tations, backing up the findings of previous studies that
annotating through Amazon MTurk could offer lower
quality (Rashtchian et al., 2010).
Due to above limitations and problems occurring in
the pilot test of annotations on MTurk, we transferred
our experiment to the SONA System that is managed
by Boston University’s Communication Research Cen-
ter2, which is used for annotation purposes at the uni-
versity. As the participants pool of SONA consists of
current undergraduate or graduate students at Boston
University, and they only could be granted credits for

2SONA Website: https://sites.bu.edu/crc/research-
resources/sona/
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Number Percent

Education
Undergraduate 140 60%
Graduate 95 40%

Citizenship
United States 125 53%
Foreign 110 47%

Years in the U.S.
4yr or less 98 42%
5-7yr 29 12%
8+yr 108 46%

Political Leaning
Left 100 43%
Moderate 115 49%
Right 20 8%

Daily News Consumption
0hr 9 4%
Less than 1hr 89 38%
1-2hr 87 37%
3-5hr 31 13%
5+hr 19 8%

Table 1: Participant Demographics

their courses or assignments after finishing the research
projects’ required tasks they participated in, we re-
ceived high-quality annotation results from this system.
Through the SONA survey, we received 15500 total an-
notation responses from 235 annotators on 840 news
sets across the T, I, and TI conditions. A detailed break-
down of our annotator demographics can be found in
table 1. We must note that in order to maintain high
quality in our data analysis, we only used 10359 of the
total annotation responses, coming from 320 news sets
and 175 of our annotators. These articles were selected
because they have been annotated by at least 10 partici-
pants in all three experimental conditions (T, I, and TI).
Hence, the other 5141 annotation responses have been
temporarily filtered out from our data analysis, but will
still be a part of the released dataset.

4. BU-NEmo Dataset Overview
4.1. Annotation Results
In the following figures, we present a basic overview of
the resulting data of our annotation experiment. Over-
all we received diverse responses across all 8 emotion
categories, which can be seen in figure 2. There seems
to be a much higher frequency of negative emotions,
especially in the I condition, and in particular, “fear”
and “sadness” emotional responses appear the most
frequent when images are involved (I, TI). We tested
the independence of our experimental conditions (T, I,
TI) on emotional response (categorical) using a Chi-
Square test, which confirmed our hypothesis of vari-
able dependence with high confidence and a p-value of
1.9873e−14.
The negative emotions (Fear, Sadness, Anger, and Dis-

Figure 2: Overview of categorical emotional responses
given in the BU-NEmo dataset by experimental condi-
tion (T, I, TI). We have observed more negative emo-
tions in the I condition than when text was involved.

T I TI

Avg # Unique Words
Total Corpus 5.43 5.42 5.68
Amusement 5.39 4.36 5.95
Awe 4.69 4.69 5.55
Contentment 4.88 4.65 5.46
Excitement 4.75 4.81 5.04
Fear 5.68 5.78 5.30
Sadness 5.96 6.12 5.67
Anger 6.00 6.48 6.34
Disgust 6.07 6.46 6.11

Table 2: The average number of unique words used in
each written response in our BU-NEmo dataset for each
experimental condition (T, I, TI). Calculated for the en-
tire response corpus as well as per categorical emotion
chosen.

gust) tended to garner higher intensity scores, but also
a wider range of intensity scores than all positive emo-
tions besides Amusement, shown in figure 3. We ran a
two-way ANOVA analysis on the dependence between
experimental condition, emotion, and intensity scores,
and confirmed with high confidence that the condition
and emotion have an impact on emotional intensity re-
sponse, with p-values 8.3474e−12 and 4.2729e−46 re-
spectively.
Table 2 offers an overview of the uniqueness of our
written response corpus, showing that there are over-
all more unique words used in written responses when
both images and text are included in the given media
(TI). The average number of unique words per response
for the negative emotions is also significantly higher
than for positive emotions in all three conditions, es-
pecially for “anger” and “disgust” responses, and even
more so when an image is shown (I, TI).
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Figure 3: Distribution of emotional intensity responses given by categorical emotional response and experimental
condition (T, I, TI). The orange line on each box represents the median, and the green triangle represents the mean.
We observed that there are overall higher intensities and larger ranges of intensity scores for the negative emotions.

4.2. Response Entropy & Agreement

Figure 4: Entropy over the distribution of emotional
responses per experimental condition (T, I, TI). The or-
ange line on each box represents the median, and the
green triangle represents the mean. We observe that
the entropy is overall lower in the I condition, suggest-
ing less consensus when text is a given media type.

In figures 4 and 5, we use entropy to assess the general
consensus of annotators in their emotional response.
Entropy is a statistical measure that attempts to mea-
sure the randomness in a distribution, so in our case,
the less random the response distribution is, the more
similar the responses are and the smaller the entropy.
When examining the consensus of emotional response,
entropy is a helpful metric; emotions are not univer-
sally experienced, so other metrics that attempt to con-
trol for outliers would not make sense. Figure 4 shows
the distribution of entropy scores for each question in
the T, I, and TI experimental conditions, where the en-
tropy was taken over the emotional response distribu-
tion. Overall, entropy scores are more often lower for
the image (I) condition than when text is introduced

(T, TI). We verified the significance of this difference
in entropy distributions using a one-way ANOVA test,
which yielded a p-value of 5.6743e−05. This pattern
may suggest that including text (and thus a specific
context) could increase the likelihood of people expe-
riencing the news content with a different emotional
response than others.

Figure 5: Examples of news with the minimum and
maximum entropy in each experimental condition (T,
I, TI).

We offer some examples of cases for low and high en-
tropy in figure 5. Interestingly, all three conditions have
a sample with minimum entropy (highest agreement)
that was voted by all to evoke Sadness. When viewing
the headlines corresponding to these samples, it seems
as though all three tend to center victims/human inter-
est, offering support for claims that content in these
news frames has a particular emotional effect (Konstan-
tinidou, 2008). However, the maximum-entropy case
for all three experimental conditions had an agreement
rate of 25% among annotators and seemed to corre-
spond to politically-charged headlines. While it has
been well documented that emotional responses to con-
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tent will not be universal (Roseman et al., 1995; Tsai et
al., 2006), these results offer some interesting windows
into why that may be the case.

4.3. Demographics & Emotional Response

Figure 6: Emotional responses over each experimen-
tal condition (T, I, TI) for each political leaning group.
Negative emotions were chosen more frequently over-
all for left-leaning annotators, while right-leaning an-
notators favored “contentment” the most frequently.

In figure 6, we show the emotional response rates for
each experimental condition, for each political leaning
group, taken from our participant demographics. Our
participants originally rated their political leaning on
a 10-point scale, but we categorized them into left (0-
3), moderate (4-6), and right (7-10) for simplicity. It
should be noted that the response rates for each emo-
tion are normalized with respect to the size of the re-
sponse group. We opted to present this measure to
account for the imbalance in our data related to po-
litical leaning, as the amount of right-leaning annota-
tors in our study is significantly smaller than left- and
moderate-leaning. This graph clearly shows that the
more left-leaning people are, the more they tend to re-
act negatively to the gun-violence news content. While
some emotions seem to receive the same amount of re-
sponse across the board (Amusement and Excitement),
other emotions tended to vary greatly depending on an-
notator political leaning and given media type (Con-
tentment and Fear). In order to verify the statistical
significance of this relationship between political lean-
ing, experimental condition, and emotional response,
we ran a Chi-Square test, which yielded a p-value of
0.03534. We also examined differences in response
related to annotators’ daily news media consumption
time, but did not find any significant results.

5. Results
In this section, we offer a computational view of the
relationship between text and image influence on hu-
man emotion, and present a qualitative analysis of the
written responses.

5.1. Image & Text Relationship with
Emotional Response

To measure how much influence the headline or image
of a news article had on its overall emotional response,
we analyzed the alignment of responses from the T and
I experimental conditions to the TI condition. This
alignment was measured at two levels: (1) alignment of
categorical emotional response in the given condition
to the TI condition, and (2) alignment of the intensities
of these emotional responses in the given condition to
the TI condition.
To measure the categorical emotional alignment, we
calculated the Negative Emotional Influence (NE In-
fluence) score for the T and I conditions. This mea-
sure calculates the amount of difference between the
responses for one condition and the responses of the
TI condition, giving low scores to the condition with
high alignment to the TI condition. Firstly, the num-
ber of responses (N ) for each emotional category e for
each condition, as well as this number normalized by
the amount of total responses R (NN ), are calculated
as follows:

Ne =
∑
r∈R

1[re=e] (1)

NNe =
Ne

|R|
(2)

where 1 denotes the indicator function. The NE Influ-
ence (NEI ) for the T and I experimental conditions is
calculated as follows:

NEI T =
∑
e

|NN T
e −NNTI

e | (3)

NEI I =
∑
e

|NN I
e −NNTI

e | (4)

To measure alignment of emotional intensity scores we
calculated the Negative Emotional Intensity Influence
(NEI Influence) score for the T and I conditions. For
this, the mean intensity scores (MI ) for each emotional
category e, normalized by the number of responses for
the given emotion, is calculated as follows:

MI e =
∑
r∈R

ri ∗ 1[re=e]

Ne
(5)

where ri is the emotional intensity given by the anno-
tator in response r. The Negative Emotional Intensity
Influence (NEII) score for the T and I conditions is then
calculated as follows:

NEII T =
∑
e

|MI Te −MITI
e | (6)

NEII I =
∑
e

|MI Ie −MITI
e | (7)

Similar to NEI , lower NEII scores reflect higher
alignment with TI condition responses. We analyzed
the resulting NEI scores to determine whether the
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headline (T) or image (I) of a given news set had more
impact on its emotional response. By comparing NEI T

with NEI I , we can assess which media stimuli, text or
image, likely had more of an influence on the emotional
response in the TI condition. If NEI T < NEI I then
the text is likely to have more influence on emotion
than the image for that particular news set, and simi-
larly if NEI T > NEI I then the image is likely to have
more influence than the text. In our analysis, we have
observed that out of 320 news sets, 212 of them have
NEI T < NEI I , 98 of them have NEI T > NEI I , and
10 of them have NEI T = NEI I .
For this sample dataset, the analysis shows that text
has greater influence on emotional responses than im-
age alone. This also agrees with findings from Zhang
et al. (2021a), where authors found that the dominant
factor on sentiment between social media images and
captions was the caption. However, in our qualitative
analysis in the following section, we see that there are
some instances when images align more closely with
the TI conditions.

5.2. Qualitative Analysis of Written
Annotations

We present our qualitative findings from three individ-
ual news stories that showed the effect of multimodal
content type on the emotion response variations. These
examples include the news set, some of its written and
categorical responses, and the ”Top 10 Keywords” used
(top 10 words by frequency in the responses). Before
selecting the top 10 words, we removed stop words and
special characters, lemmatized words, and removed
any mentions of “feel” or “gun violence” from the re-
sponses due to redundancy. Not only were there dis-
tinctions in responses to the same news presented on
different multimodal conditions, but respondents also
showed incongruent emotion responses between the
chosen categorical emotion and written response.
The first news set (Fig. 7) is a concrete example of
when the T condition provided enough information to
the news story, allowing for emotional responses sim-
ilar to this context of the news story. We can see that
both T and TI contain positive keywords like “good”
which shows people’s approval towards the news story.
In the I condition, we detect a predominant emotion of
fear through keywords like “afraid” and “scary.” The
I condition contains an image that depicts guns and an
American flag, skewing the emotional responses to fear
and disgust emotions, while the news content itself was
meant to evoke an action being done. Subsequently,
when T versus I conditions are compared to the TI con-
dition responses, T closely resembles the TI response
results. This shows a potential strength in the text of
this news set over the news image.
The second news set (Fig. 8) provides the opposite re-

sults from the first, in which the I condition responses
provided closer emotional responses to the TI condition
than T condition. Additionally, both the TI and I con-

dition responses were reflective of the image’s focus on
the sadness around the victims and those mourning the
victims, compared to the T condition responses which
largely consisted of negative sentiments toward the per-
son who caused the massacre. This example shows the
potential for the framing of the image to have a more
significant effect in people’s emotional response to the
news, than emotion elicited by the framing of the text.

In the third news set (Fig. 9) that mentions former
U.S. president, Donald J. Trump, the T and I condi-
tions contained the frequently chosen emotions such as
anger and disgust. However, in the TI condition, many
respondents selected contentment, awe, and excitement
emotions but wrote their open-ended descriptions with
a lot of negative sentiment showing incongruent re-
sponses between their chosen emotion and their written
responses.

6. Limitations & Future Work
There are certain limitations in our current work.
Firstly, the gun violence news dataset from Liu et al.
(2019) and Tourni et al. (2021) that we adapt in this
work has news framing annotations that we have not
utilized. Since only 320 news sets (out of the 1300 sets
available in GVFC) have at least 10 annotations in all
conditions in our dataset, only a subset of these news
framing labels are present. However, we recognize that
analysis of news frames and emotions would provide
interesting results and hope to include them in the fu-
ture as we expand our emotion annotations.
Another limitation comes with annotating our dataset
on the Boston University SONA System. Due to our
population of annotators being Boston University stu-
dents, our annotators are more alike than if we used
a large-scale crowd-sourcing system. This is apparent
in the data imbalance along political leaning, with our
right-leaning participants accounting for only a small
fraction of the group. To account for this, we have nor-
malized data, as explained in section 4.1, when involv-
ing political leaning. However, by gathering annota-
tions on a more controlled system, we were able to col-
lect higher quality annotations on our dataset.
Our dataset could be used by others in many applica-
tions. According to Xue et al. (2021), fake news will
often use highly emotional media to spread quickly, so
there is high potential for affective emotion recognition
to inform future fake news detection works. Our data
could be a great asset to the problem space of affec-
tive emotion recognition, especially as a benchmark to
measure a model’s applicability to real news data. In
our own future work, we hope to extend the BU-NEmo
dataset with more annotated news data in other news
topics, such as climate change. Additionally, we plan
to build an ML model to more intricately explore the
relationship between modality and emotion.

7. Conclusion
In a world that is increasingly becoming more virtual,
the emotional effects of media exposure are becoming
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Figure 7: News article sample where the T (headline) condition and TI (headline & image) condition aligned most
closely on emotional response output.

Figure 8: News article sample where I (image) condition and TI (headline & image) condition aligned most closely
on emotional response output.

Figure 9: News article sample where the TI condition yielded incongruent emotional responses from the multiple-
choice selection and the written.

more prominent, and AI systems need to be accurately
equipped to deal with the intricacies of human emotion.
In our work, we demonstrate that the BU-NEmo dataset
offers high-quality human emotional response annota-
tions on highly impactful news content centering on the
topic of gun violence, as well as open the door for fu-
ture works in affective emotion recognition and other
media-centered tasks to better explore the relationship
between news content, its modalities, and the effect it
has on news consumers.
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